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12 Antenna for all 

Cellular,GPS,Lojack,Alarm Jammer system 
Made for general use,no need of professional electronics training or Knowledge 

 

CPJ-X12 SERIES 
Covers up to 50 meters radius 

Specifications: 

Effective range    Up to 50meters radius, depending on the strength and type of cellular, 

GPS tracker, Lojack sytem,car remote control Jammer system . 

Input Power          AC110/220V-DC12/ 

Antenna             external omni-directional  

Operation temperature 0℃-50℃ 

Humidity: 5%-80% 

Size   L 33cm x W23.8cm X H6cm 

Features: 

→This series cover 12 frequency bands or with bigger jamming distance 

→This device utilizes a unique low power radio signal technology that interferes with the 

communication between wireless handsets and base station 

→Block all cellular phone, GPS tracker, Lojack sytem,car remote control communication ,in 

you controlled area or to avoid information from being disclosed secretly during meeting, and 

yet it is jamming silently without user’s awareness 

→Easily operated and user-friendly, no hassle installation needed, need no professional 

knowledge or skill,a DIY designed device to suit everyone ,everywhere and anytime 
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→Low Output power will not cause harm to human body or medical equipment 

→Inside fans cool system 

Application: 

1. Hospital, medical center or where medical instruments should not be disturbed by cellular 

signal  

2. theater, cinema, museum and art gallery 

3. conference rooms,offices,libraries,schools and restaurant 

Order Information: 

o Cover interface standards:  

 CDMA 800: 850 to 894MHz  

 GSM 900: 925 to 960MHz  

 GSM 1800: 1,805 to 1,880MHz (DCS)  

 GSM 1900: 1,920 to 1,990MHz (PCS) 

 3G: 2,110 to 2,170MHz   

 GPS:1570-1580MHz 

 WIFI2.4G:2400-2500MHz 

 VHF:135-174MHz 

 UHF:400-470MHz 

 4G LTE or Wimax 

 LOJACK or 433 or 315 or 868 

o You can select 12 of above frequency bands you need in a jammer  

o ODM and OEM orders are welcome  

o Total output power: 25-30W  

We can do customize frequency according to you request 

 

 


